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About This Game

From the makers of Commando Jack, comes Truffle Saga!

Take Truffle on a cool adventure to rid the forest of angry Mushrooms in a fun addicting physics puzzler!

Truffle needs your help, and has acorns ready to throw at the pesky Mushrooms to destroy them! You have to do it in one shot, I
bet you can't, though Truffle will be happy if you do!

Stop the Mushrooms taking over the forest now in this addictive saga!

- 60 levels to complete
- Complete each level 4 different ways to Crown it!

- Achievements!

For more info, visit www.colossalgames.eu
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Title: Truffle Saga
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Colossal Games
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Processor: Less than 6 years old

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 60 MB available space

English
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This game makes me sick to my core, because it exists. I believe that the developers had the intention of bringing this game to
kids around the world, but for $4.99?! This game has ads and asks you rate levels so the developers can "make more" but
honestly i don't think they should. This should have been an app instead of a game on steam, not saying it should be one, im
saying it SHOULD'VE been one. The game is alright except I don't understand why the bunny rabbit dog thing has a grudge on
mushrooms with faces.. wow its so cute and challenging

i wish the achivements will be steam ones. I did not realize this game was made for an Android device when I paid for it, (I
should have read the reviews).. Really a good game. i enjoyed every single second of it. Absolutely gorgeous graphics and some
great physics too.
So over all i would fully recommend this game to anyone who wants to have fun. And who doesn't like to have fun?. Just
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. 2 months later Edit: still no fixes to the game, it's in a bundle now though so
more people can buy this broken and terrible game

Edit: the dev responded to my review and actually seems to care (unlike with most games), so my opinions expressed below may
change if they update the game, if so I will re-play the game again and update my review

I'm really not sure what I was expecting from this, a very bad ripoff I guess.
yet I was still let down.
it controls horribly, almost unplayable with a mouse (the only control option on pc)
it has built in advertisements for games on the app store
just terrible, I really hope nobody else buys this. Other than being a direct port of a free iOS and Android game, I'm not sure
what all the bad press is about. It seems to controll just fine with a mouse. The bee bumper may jump around on you a little bit
though. Also, some levels feel like they are won more with luck and patience than with skill. But the physics do at least seem
consistent even if a bit aggravating at times. Not too much challenge to the levels unless you're aiming to get all the (in game)
achievements and crowns. Overall an ok time waster and something that may prove to be a cute and possibly fun challenge for
the kiddos. Good grapics, a little short but playtime can be extended with the challenge of going for the crowns so 4.99 is not
too bad an asking price.
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If you want to pay for a moible game that even contains in game ads on steam, this is for you. But i hate screen blocking ads. its
the reason i dont play mobile games. But since I paid full price for this game, WHY has it got ads????. Best game I have EVER
PLAYED. EVER. Seriously. So amazing.

10\/10 - Flawless

(really though don't buy it). best game and very cheap lol 5\/10. Love this game, Its like skyrim but with guns
5\/5. It is a fun cartoon based arcade game that I would request to any one that is interested in the game, to try it for your self..
When you buy this just kill yourself pls don't buy this it's SHEIT

metacritic= 0.000000000000000
10\/10 ign i don't know why. game in handphone on steam ...
...
._.

no comment ._.
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